
   
 

 
 

Richard, 
  
As discussed when we met at the site, here is the information I went over with you regarding the 
roundabout. 
  
We have visited the site and through inspecting the roundabout and ground underneath with: the 
manufacturer, installer and groundwork drainage contractor, we have found that: 
  
The roundabout unit was supplied fully working with all correct parts was and installed correctly 
following the installation instructions, including all groundworks that would allow normal drainage of 
the pit below the roundabout. We have now identified the site in general has a drainage issue, 
especially around and under the young children’s play area. 
  
When we removed the roundabout we have found the area underneath is flooding and not draining. 
This issue would only have been discovered after work like this has taken place as there were no 
beneath ground, groundworks previously that would have indicated a drainage issue with the site. As 
water is not draining away, the flooded area underneath has caused the groundwork beneath the 
roundabout to break up. This is then getting caught in the workings of the roundabout. This is why 
the roundabout has been getting jammed and not working properly. 
 

    
 

Below are our suggested options that we can offer: 
  
Option 1 
 We can remove the existing roundabout and replace it with an above ground roundabout. This 
would solve the issue of the area flooding underground as there would be no underground workings 
to be affected. 
The roundabout we would replace it with is this: http://www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk/equipment/back-to-
back-roundabout/ 
We would repair the ground work and wet-pour rubber where required too. 
There would be no charge for us to do this work. 

http://www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk/equipment/back-to-back-roundabout/
http://www.sutcliffeplay.co.uk/equipment/back-to-back-roundabout/


  
Option 2 
 We could get a drainage system installed and repair the roundabout underground workings and 
above ground tarmac and wet-pour. There would be no charge for the roundabout work. 
There would be a charge of £3825 + VAT for the drainage installation system and the above and 
below groundwork repairs this would involve, to tarmac and other wet-pour areas too. 
However, with all drainage systems there cannot be an absolute guarantee there would never be any 
other flooding. As the site and area (as you mentioned Richard) has drainage issues, the problem 
could return again. 
  
Option 3 
  
You asked if there was an option of us installing another roundabout from a different supplier - we 
may be able to do this. However, this would incur a cost of us obtaining the roundabout from the 
other supplier and potential other installation costs and groundwork costs depending on the 
roundabout installed. 
  

Best wishes, 
  
Neil Watson 
Area Manager 
North-East England & Cumbria 
 


